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PPArt by CJ Bilbrew #3
Book 8, ‘Boys Will be Girls’, contains new Bilbrew art for the first time in this series. Leslie is having great fun
dressing as a girl. He enjoys erotic contact with the lovely Marie.

A Submissive Sissy
A Submissive Sissy. Here you'll find my favorites Sissy & Femdom stories, the best one I've ever read over the
net since many years and believe me, that's a lot !

Sapphire's Place
Note From Sapphire: Somehow the text copy of this story that has been on the site became corrupted, and was
incomplete until now. I want to thank " Baby Kim" of "Sissy Kiss" website for sending me this complete story
to offer it for our readers. THANKS KIM!!

FFG transgender fiction magazines
Publishers of transgender fiction magazines about forced feminisation, cross-dressing, maid training and sissy
training, feminization, petticoat punishment - Tales of the Maid, Sissy School, Crossdressing, Forced Femme
and Girlhood
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Miss Vicky's Sissy Fiction
Stories by Miss Vicky. M iss Vicky's First Time (A recounting of my introduction to panties and submission-part fantasy, part true) Victoria. This story reflects my fantasies about serving a Mistress.

The Party
A Submissive Sissy. Here you'll find my favorites Sissy & Femdom stories, the best one I've ever read over the
net since many years and believe me, that's a lot !

First time out in a little girl dress & petticoat
Katrin said.... Dear sissy gina, you look so cute in your little girl dress and i am sure everyone who met you
could be sure what a little pantywaist fairy you are. It is good to know that you are now one of Miss D's sissy

gurls and you can rest assured that She will take your feminiztion far beyond your dreams.

Julie's Prissy
Prissy by: Julie missjulie13@hotmail.com It all started soon after my mother died. It was 1963, just three
months after our president was assassinated; an event that was mourned openly by my mother and three older
sisters.

Teased and Tamed
Teased and Tamed. by Priscilla Gay Bouffant (A feminist probation officer is convinced that “sissy girls just
want to have fun”.) Chapter One: Naughty Nancy Boys!

